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No Child Left Behind Meets Philip Melanchthon:
A Reflective Conversation

After reading My Conversations with Martin Luther (Lull) in preparation for a traveling seminar to Germany with faculty and staff of Wartburg College, it was not hard to imagine oneself in historical conversation with influential figures “met” along our journey. While Martin Luther played a dominant role during the time of the Reformation and much of our learning centered on his contributions, it was the “conversation” with Philip Melanchthon that captured my interest. Acknowledging Dr. Lull’s influence, this conversational writing will proceed in a similar vein.

Having spent many years as an educator myself, I have invested much time in preparation and ongoing education to establish those attributes that contribute to the skills necessary to be a successful and effective teacher. The University of Wittenberg was fortunate to have a great scholar on its teaching faculty in the person of Philip Melanchthon. In contemplation of conversation with Melanchthon, reflection on his educational background provides insight as to his ability to speak to the topic of education.

Educated in a Latin grammar school, his early interest in Greek led Philip Melanchthon to further studies at the age of twelve at the University of Heidelberg where he earned his Bachelor of Arts degree. Only fourteen years old and unable to get a Master of Arts degree in Heidelberg, he went on to the University of Tubingen where he taught in the arts faculty. During this time Melanchthon also wrote and published his own works. Before he even reached the age of seventeen, Melanchthon took the Master’s examination (Wengert).

Standing in the twenty-first century cobblestone courtyard of the University of Wittenberg, one can imagine being transported back to the 1500s to envision a young Philip Melanchthon arriving at the university to teach fourteen-year old boys. Very boyish looking, twenty-one year old Melanchthon was viewed with some suspicion (Rhein 1996). With his first lecture On Improving the Studies of the Youth at the university, students and faculty alike recognized the gifted scholar and teacher in their midst. Melanchthon believed in lifelong learning; even while teaching he continued his own studies and added degrees at Wittenberg that gave him “license to lecture on the Bible” (Wengert).

Other than his own studies in Greek and Latin, how did Melanchthon know what he was doing as a professor? He had never taught before! What were the demographics of the students he taught? What were the expectations of the schools and universities in teaching young people? What expectations did he have of himself as a professor, and what expectations did he have of his students? As these questions wandered through my mind, an unnatural presence appeared before me, out of character because of the obvious garb prevalent in the 1500s. It took me a moment to realize that Philip Melanchthon himself was standing before me. In an instant I recognized my opportunity to ask the very questions that were threading through my mind.

KB: Herr Melanchthon, if I might introduce myself. My name is...
M: No need, Professor Book, I have been observing and note you are a part of a group of educators from an institution
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of higher learning, much like what I experienced here in Wittenberg in 1518. Many of your group wear the insignia “Wartburg College” on your clothing. I assume there must be some connection to the Wartburg castle where my good friend Martin Luther resided for a while. You look puzzled, however. Are there some questions I might be of some assistance in answering for you?

KB: Our group does indeed have ties to the Wartburg castle. As a college of the Lutheran church, the events that took place during the Reformation had a great impact on the tenets of our Lutheran church of today. But my interest is in the field of education, not unlike yours. My work at the college is centered on teaching and training students to become effective and capable teachers. It is not my intent to sound disrespectful, but much of my work is in preparing students to become teachers. Having had no formal instruction in learning how to teach, how is it you were able to be such an effective educator?

M: A phrase I heard members of your group using was “discovering and claiming your calling.” I believe teaching was my calling. As you know, to excel in your calling you have to believe in and have passion for what you do. Early in my education I was greatly influenced by teachers who instilled in me a love for learning. I especially loved studying Greek, Latin, and classical literature. My great love for studying languages and rhetoric led me to study theology, law, and the natural sciences in their original texts (Rhein 1996). It was the influence of my teachers, mentors I believe you call them in this century, who provided the model for my own teaching. I had opportunities to share my passion for knowledge with students through my writings and orations (Wengert). Just as I believe my calling was to make a difference by teaching and writing while at the University of Wittenberg, I also believe that learning is not merely limited for those whose work is in the church. Both boys and girls, poor and rich, simple and gifted should be given an equal opportunity to develop their callings in God’s kingdom (Faber).

KB: Your belief mirrors what has been proposed by the government of the United States with its No Child Left Behind legislation. Its intent is to assure that all students, regardless of their backgrounds, have equal access to a quality education and quality teachers. It seeks to close the achievement gap between the very groups you mention: boys and girls, poor and rich, simple (special education students) and gifted. Further, its goal is to close the gap in achievement among ethnic groups represented in our schools. I realize educational reforms have occurred in cycles throughout history, but it seems to me that if we had maintained the pattern of reform you established in Germany in the 1500s, we would not be faced with the startling discrepancies in student achievement in 2006. You allude to the fact that one needs to have an appreciation of history by your comment, “knowledge of God’s work in history is relevant for contemporary times, since the past informs and shapes the ideas that are current in the present” (Faber).

M: You have to understand, Professor Book, that this fundamental belief is apparent to those of us who are truly invested in assuring that all children learn. I am familiar with this No Child Left Behind document. As I understand its intent, all children should be taught by highly effective teachers, and schools are held accountable for grade level achievement by students. I agree with this notion. This is not a new concept. In order for teachers to be highly effective, they must have a strong grasp of the content that they teach. They must also have the methodology that enables them to deliver this knowledge to their students. If I may use my own pedagogy as an example, I relied on respected teachers from the past who influenced my philosophy of teaching. For example, from Aristotle, who himself, was influenced by Socrates and Plato, my method consisted of using a series of questions:

1. What does the word mean?
2. Does the thing exist?
3. What is it?
4. What are its parts?
5. What are its various species?
6. What are its causes?
7. Its effects?
8. Its associations?
9. What things are related to it?
10. What is contrary to it? (Denys)

While this method was effective for use in logic, dialectic, and rhetoric, I applied this process of questioning students to all areas.

KB: This sounds very much like the Socratic method of teaching, as you alluded to in your reference to Socrates’ influence on Aristotle. Has this formed your personal philosophy of education, then?

M: It is hard to align oneself with one specific philosopher’s philosophy, as you well know. With great respect for the teachings of Erasmus, I would have to say that I consider myself a reformer with humanist training. As such, I hold education in high regard (Faber) and recognize the importance of using highly effective teaching strategies.
KB: The No Child Left Behind legislation demands that students are taught by highly qualified teachers. Effective teachers know that knowledge of the subject matter is not sufficient to guarantee student success. No Child Left Behind is suggesting that teaching strategies that have a proven research base comprise the instruction that takes place in the classroom. To my knowledge, you did not find the need to rely on "research-based instruction," yet you were extremely successful in motivating your students. You have been referred to as “Praeceptor Germaniae (Teacher of Germany).” As such, what methods did you utilize with your students to motivate and attain a high level of academic achievement?

M: There are many others with whom I work who are worthy and should share this title. Others have told me that this name was bestowed upon me by virtue of the many letters I exchanged with kings of France and England, as well as magistrates in Venice. I believe they might also have taken into account the fact that my textbooks were printed in many editions and were used in many schools and universities. A great number of my students who used these textbooks became competent teachers and professors in their homelands (Rhein 1996). However, I will humbly attempt to respond to your query. As you know yourself, as a teacher, the use of a variety of instructional strategies meets the needs of different learning styles and keeps students’ attention focused on the learning at hand.

The following reflect the pedagogical methods and aids I employed when teaching the young boys in my classes.

• Above all, it is important to provide order in the learning experience with clearly established goals. From my observations of your educational systems, I believe you accomplish this by establishing a scope and sequence within your curricula and structure your plans to meet recognized state and national standards in each of the curricular areas.

• When lecturing I made frequent use of examples. I also believed in brevity and the use of questions in lectures. Questioning draws upon the Socratic influence I mentioned before. When quoting rules I gave examples from classical authors, but rules should never get lost in the examples, for then no learning will take place.

• I often required student to produce a Latin speech or poem and present it in the form of a declamation, because eloquence is of high importance. I encouraged imitation of authors in the preparation of speeches and composition of poetry. To do this, knowledge of grammatical and rhetorical roles is necessary (Denys).

• Repetition results in retention. When more time is spent mastering few concepts well rather than covering many concepts in little depth, students have a stronger understanding of the authors’ meaning.

• Knowledges were intertwined; I believe you call this interdisciplinary learning. Making connections between disciplines helps students find relevance to their learning (Denys; Rhein 1996).

KB: I can see why you have been referred to as “Teacher of Germany.” These are practices that effective teachers in the twenty-first century are also using. You have commented on the methods you use in teaching your students. What influence then, did you have on the teachers of your time?

M: As I mentioned before, I wrote a great number of textbooks, grammars, and handbooks of education. My textbooks were used in classrooms for the teaching of Latin and Greek grammar, rhetoric, dialectics, and moral and natural philosophy. Because these texts were written specifically for use in the classroom and used in my classrooms, the hundreds of students I taught who later became teachers themselves were in a position to utilize these resources with their students. Consequently, they were also able to put into effect educational changes throughout Germany (Faber; Kusukawa). I also believed that teaching was not just a job. Because my students came from distances to study at Wittenberg, I often invited students to live with me. It was my hope that all professors would do the same, but that was not the case (Rhein 2006). We had the liveliest conversations sitting around the table in my home! It was quite rewarding to know students beyond the classroom.

KB: You have addressed the importance of having access to quality resources for use in the classroom. Professor Melanchthon. As we have discovered in the twenty-first century, this is also the situation. Students must not only have access to quality teachers, but in order for teachers to do their best they must also have the resources with which to teach. Many teachers have also recognized “knowing the whole child,” that is the child beyond the student who sits in a desk in the classroom. Most of the students in our schools live in the same community, so rather than inviting students to live with the teacher, many teachers visit the students’ families in their homes. Once again we share a similar philosophy.

If I may, Herr Melanchthon, I would like to move to another area I have been thinking about. Many twenty-first century schools have engaged in a process of curriculum mapping to identify that which should be taught to
M: I would like to think that I was instrumental in offering a structure by which students acquired their learning in the schools. If I could briefly outline this configuration for you, it would look like this:

- The goals in grade one would be to build up vocabulary, memorize the rules of grammar, learn to write, develop skills of memory, and learn music. The children would learn to read by using a primer. The primer would contain the basics of grammar in Latin, not German. By learning the basics in Latin, students could then apply these basic grammatical skills to their own German language (Faber).
- Students in the second grade would learn more music, develop reading and writing skills, good morals (they would memorize classical proverbs, most notably Aesop’s fables), they would study advanced grammar, etymology, and sentence structure, and one day a week the class would study Scripture for “it [was] essential that the children learn the beginning of a Christian and blessed life” (Faber).
- The third division students would have studied grammar well and shown promise of further learning. “These advanced students [w]ould continue to learn music and develop skills in translating and interpreting literature, including poets Vergil (sic) and Ovid, as well as Cicero, Roman orator, politician and philosopher. Upon development of these skills, students would go on to acquire the ability of public speaking, cogent arguing, and eloquent writing” (Faber; Wengert).
- At the university level learning was rebuilt with an arts curriculum as the basis. Students had to have a solid grasp of Latin, Greek, dialectics, and rhetoric. Declamations took place twice a month; mathematics that was learned from Euclid’s works and natural and moral philosophy were followed by disputations by those teachers (Kusukawa).

My rationale in emphasizing these particular skills in this order stemmed from the necessity to learn to read. If students had knowledge of grammar, dialectic, and rhetoric they could read the Bible. Through memory work, musical skills, and logical thinking students “learn[ed] the value of control, self-discipline, and orderliness” (Fabaret).

Using myself as a model, I believed it was the students’ responsibility to be hardworking. Students needed to learn to speak well (grammar and rhetoric) and to think clearly (dialectics, or logic) (Wengert), for talking without knowing was impossible (Rhein 2006).

KB: As you point out, the need for proficiency in reading is critical. This is one of the central areas of focus in No Child Left Behind. The need to have students reading efficiently early in their schooling will affect the quality of their comprehension in the ensuing years of their education. Our biggest challenge is to have quality teachers in every classroom, implementing research-proven teaching strategies. We have conversed at great length about teaching pedagogy and curricular issues. Beyond the actual classroom, how do you see your influence affecting educational reform in Germany?

M: With my good colleague, mentor, and friend, Martin Luther, we examined the issues facing society in our country during that time. We recognized, as you have done with your No Child Left Behind legislation, that there are many stakeholders responsible for the education of a child. Our collective goal was to prepare good citizens, to teach our youth, for “they [were] the seedbed” of the city. A liberal education was crucial for completing this task (Faber).

Dr. Luther actually wrote two sermons that were delivered to stakeholder groups of the time: to the councilmen of all cities in Germany to establish and maintain Christian schools and to parents on keeping children in school. Together we believed that education was necessary for both boys and girls so they could be responsible, contributing citizens. In order to achieve this education, it was necessary for the community to stand behind this effort. Dr. Luther states it best by pointing out that:

...if we have to spend such large sums every year on guns, roads, bridges, dams, and countless similar items to insure the temporal peace and prosperity of a city, why should not much more be devoted to the poor neglected youth—at least enough to engage one or two competent men to teach school? (LW 45: 350)

Both Dr. Luther and I believed it was the responsibility of the people to assume a role in educating children. Well educated children who grow to be adults provide communities with “able, learned, wise, honorable and well-educated citizens.” As Dr. Luther noted, “we must do our part and spare no labor or expense to produce and train such people ourselves.” It is also important for communities to be involved in literacy; for all those who “earnestly desire to have...schools and languages established and maintained in Germany...no effort or expense should be spared.
to provide good libraries or book repositories” (LW 45:339-78).

Dr. Luther and I also believed parents must share responsibility for the education of their children. It was extremely important that they keep their children in school and allow them to study. Even though a child may go on to learn a trade, he would be better prepared to use his knowledge in other areas as well. Parents must encourage their children to learn about virtues, ideas, and principles, for “the children who will best contribute to the state are those who understand the higher goals of their vocations” (Faber). Regardless of one’s station in life, whether poor or rich, every child had the need for an education. If parents did not make the effort to ensure their children were able to learn, they were doing them a great disservice. In this effort, the government should recognize its role in assisting the parents. Dr. Luther acknowledged this when he wrote, “If the father is poor, the resources of the church should be used to assist. Let the rich make their wills with this work in view...to establish scholarship funds” (LW 46:257).

KB: These beliefs are so fundamental to all generations, Herr Melanchthon. Hundreds of years later, I believe we still share your desire to see all stakeholders involved in the education of children. The government of today shares a role to ensure that underprivileged students are not penalized for attending school. Through Title I programs schools are provided with additional government funding to secure teachers to assist struggling students in their efforts to achieve according to their grade levels. Government funding also provides free and reduced lunches for children whose parents have difficulty meeting the financial constraints related to sending their children to school. One of the biggest concerns with the demands of the No Child Left Behind legislation, however, is the lack of financial assistance from the government to implement the changes being mandated. In this, we would do well to heed your words from centuries past.

Unfortunately, our time is drawing short, Herr Melanchthon. Have you any profound thoughts to share with educators of the twenty-first century?

M: Perhaps not so much profound as merely observations of what I have noted throughout the centuries. My advice to teachers, both new to the profession and those who have been teaching for a number of years is this: Establish a strong basic foundation. Reading is fundamental to other learnings; understanding vocabulary is necessary in order to comprehend text. Learning doesn't have to be dull! Students learn best when they are actively engaged in their learning; it can be an enjoyable experience! Above all, know that teaching is a calling and be passionate about who and what you teach. Don't be hesitant to learn from those of us who have historical roots in the art of teaching. As Winston Churchill, a respected orator closer to your own century notes, “The farther backward you can look, the farther forward you are likely to see.”

With these parting thoughts, I am afraid I must bid you farewell. Continue to guide your students, Professor Book. I believe you see the value of connecting what we have learned from the past to the education you are implementing in your world today. Continue to challenge and nurture your students, for they will be the teachers of tomorrow. They will lead and serve the next generation of citizens of the world. Encourage them to continue to learn and grow themselves. Their faith-filled lives will serve as models to the students they teach. God’s blessing on the work you do. Aufwiedersehen.

Our time had gone so quickly, and there were so many more issues on which I would like to have sought the professor’s perspective. However, as I reflect upon my conversation with Philip Melanchthon, I am encouraged by what is taking place with education in the America of today. While many years, an ocean, and centuries of ideas separate Philip Melanchthon’s influence during the sixteenth century Reformation in Germany from the educational reform that is occurring in America in the twenty-first century, positive conclusions can be drawn. Although reform can be challenging, difficult, and at times confrontive to persons living through it, change need not be viewed as a negative consequence. In noting the positive impact Martin Luther and Philip Melanchthon had in successfully reforming the educational system of Germany through implementation of similar standards to those advocated in the No Child Left Behind legislation, one should surmise that we are on the right path toward ensuring that students have access to and can achieve a quality education. If we learn from history, in this instance it would be a good time for history to repeat itself.
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